Edge-R-Rite® II Bed Edger

The ultimate in edging versatility: The Edge-R-Rite II tackles a wider variety of on-site edging and cutting jobs
with one machine. It can also eliminate hours of manual labor when edging cart paths, walkways, or
landscaping.
Oscillating blade action makes the Edge-R-Rite II unique when compared to traditional rotary edgers. The
Edge-R-Rite cuts without throwing debris, so cleanup is easier and operation of the machine is safer in hightraffic areas. Plus, Edger-R- Rite blades are highly durable, easy to replace and offer a wide variety of options.
Commercial-duty durability is built into every Edge-R-Rite II, with features including a solid steel frame,
Honda® 4-horsepower engine, heavy-duty cutting arm and large sealed bearings.
Increase tire life with drive casting and interchangeable tires.
Greaseless bearing, heavy duty arm and rugged design provides years of productivity.
Eliminate shovel work for flowerbeds or edging installation.
Unique blade action, cuts like a sod cutter without throwing debris.
Easy clean-up.
Blade outlasts rotary edger blade 20:1.]
Safer than a rotary edger.

Optional Blades
Right Angle. For edging and installation. For use on flowerbeds and baseball diamonds.
Product # 87104

30° Tree Ring. For flowerbeds, bushes and trees where roots are a consideration. Minimizes root damage.
Product # 87111

V-Trencher. For removal of turf along hard or paved surfaces such as sidewalks, driveways, patios and
curbs. Perfect for cutting bed drainage canals.
Product # 87105
Circular. Cuts through overgrowth a rotary edger can't handle. Use for a vertical cut along sidewalks,
driveways, patios and curbs.
Product # 87110-Kit, 87107- Blade only

3" Sod Cutter. Cuts a 3-inch strip of sod. Use to install concrete, wood edging and invisible dog wire fence.
Product # 87106

Engine: 4 HP Honda® Model: 85304
Controls: Depth-adjusting lever; easy to reach
Traction Assist Drive: Pinion drive on gear tread tire; controlled from handlebar
Tires: Three semi-pneumatic tires; heavy-duty 8" x 1 3/4"
Blade: Right angle blade standard; other options available (at additional cost)
Weight: 105 lbs. Dimensions: 45" x 20" x 37"

